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Up-to-date and unique - No other guide covers this uncommon area of coin collecting Get all your
unusual world coin information from one source, instead of sorting through multiple sources for
details Explore the area of interest that led to the birth of the Unrecognized States Numismatic
Society in 2003 This new edition of Unusual World Coins will help you discover value in the unusual.
It provides up-to-date pricing based on collector interest and precious metal prices, plus 6,000
detailed photos - including 1,000 more photos than the previous edition - for easily identifying coins
from micro-nations, private artists, governments in exile, as well as fantasy issues and metallic
coins. With more than 13,000 listings, this one-of-a-kind reference meets all your uncommon needs.
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If you are a coin or medal collector you are familiar with the resource books of Krause Publications.
It has always astounded me that they not only have cataloged nearly every coin in the world over
the ages, but have also either photographed or diagrammed them for the reader. This large
paperback book is an absolute must for those coins that fall outside the realm of the usual state
minted money. Private coins, one of a kind coins and medals and special coin releases are all listed
here. This is a rare book for its value as a resource, and not because it's difficult to find. However, if
you're not a collector or you are just getting started, you may want this book in your library along

with the other World Coin catalogs. But it should be noted that while the regular coin catalogs have
revised and updated editions, this book was last published in 2007. This is not a problem because
what is known about these "unusual" coins has not really changed much over time. But do not take
the estimated values to heart, as the value of these coins are not only driven by rarity, but more by
demand. In any case, this is a great resource book deserving of your consideration.

I am embarrassed on behalf of the editors of this book -- mainly for the copy editors. Flipping
through it at random, I found pictures of coins followed by descriptions of completely different
issues, typos, and even HTML markup in the text. It's bad enough that I honestly don't know how
much of the book I can trust because I don't know how much of it is in error. The only reason it gets
two stars instead of one is because it is at least a guide to issues I didn't know existed (albeit an
incomplete one -- I have two micronation issues that aren't listed).If I hadn't gotten it second-hand
and had instead paid full price, I would've been livid. One hopes the 6th edition has fixed these
issues.

This is a coin catalogue worth buying even if you don't have a single coin it lists. The Unusual coins
are really unusual in the way they depict human vain hopes, unattainable dreams, and impossible
ambitions. You can see here coins from imaginary or lost empires (Russian monarchists struck their
coins in 1990), states that have not been recognized by a single sovereign nation (Hutt River
Province) or worlds which existed only in the imagination of writers (the Middle Earth) or private
mints (Russian euro coins...). All this is a great tribute to human imagination and entepreneurial
spirit, neatly presented in the form of a handy volume.Naturally, you may actually collect these
coins. In this case you will find the typical Krause quality - lots of pictures are missing, some coins
are not listed completely (just my luck - I have only 1 euro coin of the 2002 Vaticane euro trial issue
and this coin is missing - there is #6 - 50 cents and #8 - 2 euro but no #7 - 1 euro ;) but as it is in the
case of all Krause catalogues: you just won't find anything better!

This book is invaluable to one who collects or is interested in Fantasy Coins. Too bad that itdoes not
cover so many of the more recent ones (i.e. 1994 and later).Unusual World Coins: Companion
Volume to Standard Catalog of World Coins Series
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